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The London Main Stream Media
Smug Chess
Smug Chess is the game played by the media. Its a game of lies & betrayal.
Betrayal of the population, the electorate, the householders & consumers of the UK.
It is a game of political & economic fraud, duplicity & criminality.
The Media is not the Media

May 2014

The media is The Corporate Media, the Main Stream Corporate Media or the London
Main Stream Corporate Media. BBC, ITV, Sky.
While we all thought the media was made up of pseudo intellectual upper middle class
smug bastards it actually turns out in this story that they are just complete frauds.

THE GREAT ROYAL MAIL ROBBERY

They don’t just sit around at weekends talking about how the art at the Tate is sooo downhill nowadays & how you just have to go to the
Philippines for the real ethnic experience just because they are stupid academic up their own arse idiots.
But because beneath these pseudo intellectual upper middle class smug bastards is concealed a horrible truth.
The whole thing is a game to them.
The Eton Rules - Repress the masses & profit at every opportunity.
A game of Smug Chess where everyone plays their part in the lying charade for a piece of the action.
And the lying charade is that they are lying to everybody every day about reality, about life and about living.
While us ignorant workers don’t mind getting paid low wages & paying taxes, we do mind dishonesty & getting ripped off.
You might have noticed how governments & corporations seem to still have loads of money & loads of wages, expenses, pensions &
bonuses when were still in austerity street.
Well there ain’t no austerity in Corporate Wonderland because its our money their living on. And they all think its all very funny.
In fact, I expect they sit around the table at weekends with their upper class intellectual friends trying to work out the next scam to rip us off
for the hundredth time.
And the BBC which we all pay for “information,” is the biggest joke & the biggest lie of all.
Because we pay for it, twice over & then the politicians use it lie to us.
#mediablind
It is quite amazing to see how much power the western media has to alter perceptions & even
events.The brainwashing power of the media is immense.
In fact many totalitarian regimes in South America ensure that they have complete control of the
media.
And while we might look at the News International media empire & the BBC with disdain this does
not quite equate with what might actually be happening in the underworld of political betrayal.

Margaret Hodge in Parliament Public Accounts Committee, told company representatives: “You have 16 priority investors who made a
killing. And it leaves the general public with that uncomfortable feeling that there is just too cosy a relationship between [you] and these
investors. “You all know each other. You work together. You trade with each other. You are part of this little clique and we the ordinary
taxpayer lose out on it.
That is really, really uncomfortable. It just feels wrong. It almost feels to me like an institutional masonic lodge.”
Ed Milliband attacked David Cameron saying,
“The sale was grossly undervalued – shares sold for £1.7bn at privatisation are now worth £2.7bn,” he said. “And who cashed in? Twelve of
the 16 so-called long-term investors made a killing worth hundreds of millions of pounds within weeks The more we know about this
privatisation, the bigger a fiasco it is. A national asset sold at a knockdown price, a sweetheart deal for the City and the Government totally
bungled the sale. Everything about this privatisation stinks.”
(Edited) Jim Armitage & Oliver Wright The Independent April 30 th 2014

The Anti Fraud Democrats vs Corrupt Corporate Government.

Corporate Power
These corporations control government by; lobbying, bribery, corruption & blackmail.
And the game is; government contracts paid for by the taxpayer. If the corporations take over government, which they have, then they have
the power to award themselves contracts & then carry out unnecessary work for profit. Which in the Capitalist world is a win win situation.
#mediablind
And all this nice little pile of money making machinery is propped up by a daily media show of lies & stability.
A media lie where everything is lovely as our politicians protect us from the ravages of the world. Where justice & humanity live in
harmony with free speech honesty & integrity.
And where the only criminals are us when we fail to pay our taxes or get caught on a Taxcam driving safely down a safe road.
A game of Smug Chess where everybody plays their part in the lying charade for a piece of the action.
Exploiting the UK population.

The failure of the London Main Stream Media & our London Political Elite to recognise a seismic shift in public opinion has led them to
completely misjudge social/political realities.
The rise of UKIP is denigrated as a reactive vote.
The 100 or so active political groups who wish to preserve & protect Democracy are ignored.
The 100 or so fringe groups who the media label as anti capitalists but actually represent those excluded from society by corruption &
corporate greed.
The anti fracking & anti windfarm brigade are also suitably denigrated.
The web activists trying to get their political opinions acted on by lobbying MP’s are just a hindrance to be tolerated.
Plus the anti corporate tax fraud campaigners
But when they are all added up they represent 75% of the population.
And when you add up the number of people in full time work you find that it is 25%
Lleaving 75% of the population excluded from the affluence that our politicians & public servants maintain.
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The Movement for Universal Democratic Justice

The City of London has pulled off a historic £1 Billion fraud on UK taxpayers
Money that could have paid off the UK national debt ending Austerity for the whole nation.
Pressure on the Government over the botched Royal Mail sell-off intensified as more hedge funds were unmasked as key investors in the
flotation and the chairman of a committee of MPs condemned the “Corporate Masonic Lodge” that profited at the expense of taxpayers.
The list revealed the Government’s preferred investors included investment firms which had close links to the financial institutions paid by
the Government to advise them on the sale.
Also, a big donor to the Conservative Party, hedge fund Lansdowne Partners whose manager Peter Davies was the best man at
Chancellor George Osborne’s wedding.

The media & politicians have lost touch because they have manufactured public consent for so long that they cannot debate their own
opinion. They write off public opinion as inferior & ignorant not realising that the internet has opened up a whole new political & economic
awareness internationally. Freedom of speech with free & open media political debate is now an expectation of the new digital media
generation. But the main stream media & the London politicians are still trying to prop up their dead ideology. (cont...)

